Appendix D51. Surface measurements of salinity, fluorometric chlorophyll a, DSiO₂, CDOM, DIN:DIP, and DIN:DSiO₂ determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 
Appendix D52. Surface measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO$_4$), DNH$_4$, DNO$_x$, DTN, and DTP determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D53. Surface measurements of PC, PN, PP, urea, PC:PN, and PN:PP determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 
Appendix D55. Surface measurements of TN, TP, and TN:TP determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D57. Bottom measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO₄), DNH₄, DNOₓ, DTN, and DTP determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 
Appendix D58. Bottom measurements of PC, PN, PP, urea, PC:PN, and PN:PP determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis.*

Appendix D-59
Appendix D60. Bottom measurements of TN, TP, and TN:TP determined from discrete station data, March 6, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D62. Surface measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO₄), DNH₄, DNOₓ, DTN, and DTP determined from discrete station data, April 2, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis.*
Appendix D-63. Surface measurements of PC, PN, PP, urea, PC:PN, and PN:PP determined from discrete station data, April 2, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D64. Surface measurements of PC:PP, DON, DOP, and DON:DOP determined from discrete station data, April 2, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D68. Bottom measurements of PC, PN, PP, urea, PC:PN, and PN:PP determined from discrete station data, April 2, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Surface measurements of salinity, fluorometric chlorophyll $a$, DSiO$_2$, CDOM, DIN:DIP, and DIN:DSiO$_2$ determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D72. Surface measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO₄), DNH₄, DNOₓ, DTN, and DTP determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 

Appendix D-72
Appendix D73. Surface measurements of PC, PN, PP, urea, PC:PN, and PN:PP determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D74. Surface measurements of PC:PP, DON, DOP, and DON:DOP determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D75. Surface measurements of TN, TP, and TN:TP determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D76. Bottom measurements of salinity, fluorometric chlorophyll $a$, DSiO$_2$, CDOM, DIN:DIP, and DIN:DSiO$_2$ determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*. 

Appendix D-76
Appendix D77. Bottom measurements of DIN, DIP (DPO₄), DNH₄, DNOₓ, DTN, and DTP determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
Appendix D78. Bottom measurements of PC, PN, PP, urea, PC:PN, and PN:PP determined from discrete station data, April 22, 2008. Location of discrete stations illustrated. Size of station symbol proportional to cell counts of *K. brevis*.
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Appendix D-78